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This invention relates to the treatment of hydrocarbon 
gases. In one aspect it relates to a method or process 
for removing carbon dioxide from admixture with a gas 
comprising methane. In another aspect it relates to a 
method for removing carbon dioxide from a carbon di 
oxide containing hydrocarbon gas. In still another aspect 
it relates to a process for removing carbon dioxide from 
a natural gas containing carbon dioxide thereby upgrad 
ing the natural gas in heating value. 
This application is a continuation-in-part of our ap 

plication, Serial Number 396,114 ?led December 4, 1953, 
‘now abandoned. 

It has been found that some natural gases as produced 
contain appreciable amounts of such impurities as car 
bon dioxide, nitrogen and hydrogen sul?de. A gas con 
taining as much as 10 to 20 percent of one or more of 
these lmpurities presents serious considerations when 
marketing is contemplated. The presence of carbon di 
oxide and nitrogen lowers the heating value of the gas 
merely by their presence while such a material as hydro 
gen sul?de causes the gas to be corrosive and to possess 
a foul odor. Combustion products of the latter also 
possess a disagreeable odor as well as being corrosive es 
pecially when moist. Since hydrogen sul?de is poison 
ous, and sulfur containing gases are not suitable for metal 
lurgical purposes, the removal of hydrogen sul?de from 
natural gas to be used in domestic heating, and metal 
lurgical process work is imperative. 

Carbon dioxide and nitrogen a?ect a natural gas, 
for the most part, only by dilution since both these ma 
terials are substantially inert in a combustion zone. 
Transportation of natural gas containing such inerts by 
pipe line presents many problems, especially when eco 
nomics are considered. For example when transporting 
say 100,000,000 cubic feet per day of a gas containing 10 
percent by volume of carbon dioxide through a long pipe 
line, the operation involves repeated compression of 
10,000,000 cubic feet of inert gaseous material. In ad 
dition, the construction of the pipe line with a capacity 10 
percent greater than would be otherwise necessary in 
creases markedly the capital investment. The cost of 
repeated compressions can amount to hundreds of thou 
sands of dollars per year and the additional cost of the 
pipe line may be greater than the cost of a plant to re 
move the carbon dioxide. In addition, the diluting ef 
fect of such a gas naturally lowers the heating value, as 
for example, of a gas having a calori?c value of say 1050 
B. t. u. to approximately 945 B. t. u. When a contract 
speci?cation requires a natural gas of 1000 B. t. u. it is ob 
vious that the presence of an appreciable amount of car 
bon dioxide will lower the heating value to such an extent 
that the gas will not meet the required speci?cation with 
out processing for carbon dioxide removal In. addi 
tion, if the gas is a wet gas, that is, one containing, con 
densable'hydrocarbons, it may be that these condensable 
hydrocarbons cannot be extracted without lowering the 
B. t. n. values too far when such carbon dioxide is present 
or it the gas is a naturally lean gas the presence of ap 
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preciable carbon dioxide mayvcause the gas to fail to 
meet heating requirement speci?cations. In such a case 
higher B. t. u. materials, such as ethane and propane, may 
have to be added to offset the dilution elfect of the inert 
'gas- , 

It is suggested that a natural gas having a relatively 
high carbon dioxide content be treated for removal of this 
inert gas thereby “upgrading” the heating value. In- case 
such a gas contains hydrocarbons of the gasoline boiling 
range or is “wet,” as termed by the art, the condensable 
hydrocarbons may at least in part be extracted from the 
gas in the form of natural gasoline and upon substantial 
removal of the inert carbon dioxide still leave a natural 
gas of sut?ciently high or satisfactory calori?c value. 

It is an object of this invention to provide a process for 
removal of relatively large amounts of carbon dioxide 
from admixture with a gas comprising methane. 

Another object of our invention is to provide a process 
for the removal of relatively large amounts of carbon 
dioxide from a dry natural gas. 
Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 

process for‘ the, simultaneousremoval of inert carbon 
dioxide and extraction ‘of condensable gasoline boiling 
range hydrocarbons from a natural gas containing these 
materials. ‘ 

Yet another object of this invention is to provide a 
‘ process for the simultaneous removal of carbon dioxide 
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and extraction of condensable hydrocarbons from a nat 
ural gas containing these materials and still leave a natural 
gas of su?iciently high calori?c value and without sub 
stantial loss of the main component of the treated gas. 
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Still other objects and advantages will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art from a careful study of the fol 
lowing disclosure which taken with the attached drawing 
respectively describes and illustrates a preferred embodi 
ment of this invention. 

In‘ the drawing, Figure 1 illustrates in diagrammatic 
form‘ an arrangement of apparatus parts for carrying out 
the process of this invention. . 

Figure 2 illustrates in diagrammatic form another ar 
riangement of equipment for carrying out the process of 
this invention. 

, Broadly speaking, this process involves treating a carbon 
dioxide containing natural gas in an absorption operation 
with an absorbent hydrocarbon liquid such as a natural 
gasoline, in a combined ?ashing and absortpion operation 

‘ under such pressure and temperature conditions that a 
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portion of the carbon dioxide content of the gas is con 
densed along with condensable hydrocarbons or is frozen 
out of the gas as a solid carbon dioxide phase while a 
substantial portion of the carbon dioxide not separated 
in this manner is removed from the gas by absorption. 
Following the original ?ashing operation condensate con 
taining a higher concentration of carbon dioxide than 
the feed stock gas is ?ashed in at least one additional 
?ashing operation for providing refrigeration for cool 
ing the feed stock to the process and for ultimately re 
moving a substantial portion of the carbon dioxide. Liquid 
remaining‘ from the ?ashing operation and liquid absorb 
ent containing dissolved carbon dioxide are introduced 
into a stripper in which further carbon dioxide is removed 
thereby leaving the absorption medium substantially free 
of carbon dioxide. If the carbon dioxide containing 
natural gas is a so-called “dry” gas, absorbent will need 
to be supplied for operation of the process and occasional 
makeup absorbent will be needed. In case the natural 
gas being treated is a "wet” gas the process can be oper 
ated without use of extraneous absorbent by utilizing 
natural gasoline produced in the process as the absorb 
ent. In this latter case, if sut?cient condensable hydro 
carbons are present in the raw gas undergoing treatment, ‘ 
a natural gasoline is produced in excess of the absorp? 
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tion requirements and this excess is then removed as an 
additional product of the process. 

Referring now to Figure .1. of the drawing, we will ex 
plain the operation of the process of this. invention using 
as an example a natural gas containing. about 70 volume 
percent methane, 28‘ volume. percent carbon dioxide and 2 
volume percent of ethane and higher boiling hydrocar~ 
bons. Such- a gas at about 1600 p. s. i. a. (pounds per 
square inch absolute), is. introduced from a source, not 
shown, through a line 1 into a heat exchange coil 11 in 
the bottom of a stripper column 44'. The gas in pipe 1 
is at substantially atmospheric temperatures, which for 
exemplary purposes, is taken as 100° F; The feed gas 
issues from the heat exchanger 11 at about 90° F1 and‘ is 
passed through, a line 12, into a heat, exchanger 13‘ in which 
the gas is cooled to about 0"‘ F. This cooled gas leaves 
exchanger 13, at about 0° F; by way of a line. 14a and 
is passedonmi'nto another 'heatjexchang?r 151 in the lower 
portion of a hash vessel 14. The gas. is cooled in ex 
changer 15 to about —30‘*'F2 and is passed‘, by way of a 
line 16 to still‘ another heat exchanger 17 in which the 
gas is cooled‘. on down to a temperature of about —45°‘ F. 
The chilled gas at this latter temperature is transferred by 
Way. of a line 18 into still another heat exchange coil‘ 20in 
another ?ash vessel~ 19‘ in which the gas is cooled‘ to about 
—5.5'°' F. From exchanger 20 the gas is passed to still 
another heat exchanger 22 in the. lower portion of a 
vessel 25 in which the gas is chilled to about —60“ F. 
The. gas at this very low temperature is passed‘ through 
a line 23 and through a pressure reducing valve 24 and is 
discharged into a. ?ash section. 26 of the vessel 25. Upon 
undergoing expansion through pressure reducing valve 24‘ 
the feed material‘ is cooled to about — 85°’ F. under which 
low temperature a considerable proportion. of the carbon 
dioxide freezes .out as solid carbon dioxide. In addi 
tion a further amount of' liquid hydrocarbons is formed. 
The solid carbon dioxide and any liquid hydrocarbons; 
present at this point drop to the bottom of the ?ash sec 
tion 26' and the depth of liquid therein is maintained 
at such a point as to completely submerge the heat ex 
changer coil 22. Since the feedv material enters coil‘ 22 
at about —55“ F., sufficient heat is added to the liquid 
in the bottom of ?ash chamber 26 to melt the solid carbon 
dioxide, and the carbon dioxide dissolves in the liquid 
hydrocarbons to form a- homogeneous solution. The car 
bon. dioxide, not frozen in this pressure reduction opera~ 
tion and other uncondensed' gas pass upward from the 
?ash section 26 into an absorber section 34 of vessel 25. 
A liquid hydrocarbon absorption medium, such as'gaso 
line, is introduced into the absorber section 3.4 byway 
of a pipe 33 at the top of the vessel. The gasoline on 
?owing downward over'liquid-vapor contacting apparatus 
absorbs an appreciable proportion of the carbon dioxide 
from the up?owing gases and the gasoline with its charge 
of absorbed carbon dioxide and'hydrocarbons is removed 
from the absorber section 34 by way ofv a pipe 5. The 
pressure .of the chilled feed material in pipe 23‘ is obvious 
ly somewhat lower than the feed; pressure of 1600p. s.. i. a. 
in pipe 1 due to pressure loss on passage through the 
several heat exchangers and pipes. On passing through 
the pressure reducing valve 24 pressure on the feed is 
reduced to about 600 p. s. i. a. The absorbent gasoline 
with its charge of dissolved‘gases is removed as mentioned’v 
through pipe 5 and is cooled in a heat exchanger 51' 
from about -—40° to —50° F. This so-call'ed- rich ab 
sorbent is withdrawn from exchanger 51; at said tempera 

' ture and is passed‘ through. a pipe 47 to a heat exchanger 
46 in which it is further cooled to.about —56“° F; Liquid 
at this temperature is transferred‘. from the exchanger 46 
through a’ pipe 48 to an. expansionvalve 50 in which the 
pressure is reduced fromrabout 600‘ p. s. i‘. a. to. about 
100 p. s. i. a. On undergoing, this pressure reduction tern. 
pertaure drops from about —56‘" F2 to about. ~73’ F‘. 
and at- this latter temperature the absorbent passes through 
a heat exchanger 32‘ and on through. a pipe 49 into. the“ 
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stripper vessel 44. On passing through the exchanger 
32 the very cold absorbent is warmed up to a temperature 
of about 0° F. and simultaneously cools liquid ?owing 
through a line 8 from about +90“ F. to about —60° F. 
At this latter temperature the gasoline is passed on through 
line 33 into the upper portion of the absorber 34 as the 
absorbent. 

Liquid condensate containing.dissolvedv carbon dioxide 
is. withdrawn from the lower portion of the ?ash section 
26 of vessel 25 and is passed by way, of a. line 6 to- the 
heat exchanger 51 in Which- this liquid is warmed. to about 
—60° F. At this low temperature the. condensate, re 
moved from the exchanger 51 through pipe 6, is passed 
through a- pressure reducing valve 37 into the ?ash vessel 
19 which is maintained at a pressure of about 300 p. s. i. a. 
This pressure reduction results in a cooling to about 
-—90° F. at which temperature carbon dioxide freezes. 
The .frozen carbon dioxide. and liquid condensate hydro 
carbon drops to the bottom of. vessel 19 and. this liquid 
and solid. carbon. dioxide undergo heat exchange with 
material in coil" 20 and the carbon dioxide is. melted and. 
remains in solution in; the. condensate; That portion of 
the carbon dioxide not frozen and not retained in the 

' liquid is withdrawn. from the top- of the ?ash vessel 19 
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by way of‘ a pipe 38 whilev the liquid is removed there 
from by way of a pipe 39. The liquid and gas are run to 
gether and passed througha pipe 4%) into an exchanger 
17‘. In. this exchanger the condensateand gas are further 
heat exchanged and their temperature increased tovabout 
-40° F. At this. temperature the. condensate and gas are 
removed‘ from, exchanger 17 by way of. a pipe 41. This 
material is. their passed through a, pressure reducing valve 
42 into the dash vessel 14. maintained under a pressure 
of about 100 p.. s. i. a.. On undergoing this: pressure re 
duction. the gasoline and. carbon dioxide are again chilled 
to about~ --9l)°~ F.‘ and" at least. a. portion of the. carbon. 
dioxide again freezes to a. solid. Liquid. condensate con 
taining solution carbon dioxide and. solid carbon dioxide. 
are heat exchanged with feed material heat exchanger 
15 and solid carbon dioxide again melts and also dissolves 
in the liquid. condensate. Thatportion of carbon diox- 
ide and hydrocarbon which remains. as gas in ?ash vessel. 
14 is. removed therefrom and is passed by way of a pipe: 
43‘ into the vheat: exchanger 46‘ in which, they temperature 
of the gas is raised from. about. —90.° to about —60° 
F. This gas contains a highconcentration. of carbon di 
oxide and'. is, removed from the. system by way of a pipe 
3 as one of‘ the products of the process. In generaL. it 
is a waste product excepting for its. low temperature be 
cause of i‘tshighcarbon dioxide content. 

' Iii'quid‘ i'n ?ashvessel'1‘4'i's passedlthrougha pipe '2 into. 
the upper portion of the stripper vessel, 44.. Thus, gaso 
line condensate contai'ningcarbon dioxide in. solution. is 
introduced into the‘ stripper through the line 7 and rich 
absorbent gasoline containing dissolved carbon dioxide 
is, introduced thereihto. through. the line. 49 and these two. 
materials- being relatively- high in carbon dioxide content 
constitute the feed, stockto this. stripper. Heat for strip 
ping, the dissolved carbon dioxide from liquid in the 
heat exchanger 11 supplied. by the. original feed stock 
to the process ?owingthrough this exchanger. This strip 
per column. isprovided with suchvapor-liquid contacting 
apparatus as bubble cap trays or. other suitable vapor~ 
liquid cont-acting. apparatus as‘ will provide e?icient con 
tacting, of the. up?owing; vapor and. down?owing liquid. at 
the. pressure. and temperature, conditions maintained in 
this. column. . Overhead gases. rich in. carbon dioxide are 
removedfrom. the stripper and arepassed through a pipe 
45: through a, heat exchanger 3.1 and leave thesystem by 

' way- of the pipe‘. 4. for suchdisposal. as. desired. This over- 
head. gaseous. product ?owing through pipe. 45 furnishes 
the. ?rst; step of. cooling. applied to the. lean. absorbent. 
Lean absorbent. from. the. bottom. of the. stripper is re. 
moved therefrom. and is, passedthrough a. line-29., aline 
30,, through the. heat exchanger-Bland on tlnzough the; 
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pipe 8, heat exchanger 32, and pipe 33 into the absorber 
section 34 of vessel 25. On passing through heat ex 
changer 31 the absorbent is cooled from about 85° F. to 
about 75° F. and on passage through exchanger 32 is it 
further cooled to about -—60° F. prior to introduction 
into the absorber. . 

Overhead gases containing largely methane and the 
carbon dioxide which is not absorbed in the absorber is 
passed at about --40° F. from the top of the absorber 
through a line 27 into the heat exchangeer 13. In this 
heat exchanger this overhead gas is warmed to about 
70° F. and it is passed from this exchanger through a line 
2 ‘as a main product of the process. This last heat ex 
changer 13 employs said overhead gas at about —40° F. 
to impart at least a portion of the initial cooling to the 
carbon dioxide-containing gas feed stock. 
A line 28 is provided as shown for the addition of liq 

uid absorbent for starting up the process in case it is de 
sired to start up the process with the use of an absorbent 
from an extraneous source. If, however, it is desired to 
use gasoline produced in the process when treating wet 
natural gas then pipe 28 will be used to remove excess of 
gasoline as produced over that required in the absorption 
operation. When treating a dry gas, that is, one con 
taining little or no gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons, it 
is not only necessary to employ extraneously produced 
gasoline, for example, through pipe 28 but it will be nec 
essary to introduce makeup gasoline through this line as 
required for maintaining the proper quantity of absorbent 
gasoline in the process. _ 
As an example of the operation of the process of Fig 

ure 1 the following tabulation is given illustrating the 
composition of materials at several process points. 

Feed Make Oil-Gas Intermediate 
Gas ‘ Products 

Line ______________________ .- 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

CH4m0ls ______ __ __ 59 6 5 5 6 0 _-_ 
001 111013..... _ 2B 1 13 14 10 17 4 ____ 
01+ mols ______ __ 2 1.3 0.7 0 24 2 1 25 

Total mols __________ -_ 100 61.3 19.7 19 39 25 6 25 

In the table the ?rst horizontal line contains the refer 
ence numerals as employed in the drawing to identify cer 
tain pipes or lines containing materials in process, the 
composition of which are given. Thus, from the analy 
sis given in line 1 the gas undergoing treatment is seen 
to contain 70 volume percent methane, 2 volume percent 
of ethane and higher boiling hydrocarbons and 28 vol 
ume percent CO2. Since the number of mols given in the 
feed gas column (1) totals 100 these values may be taken 
as the mol percent or as the number of mols of the sev 
eral constituents per 100 mols of feed. There is accord 
ingly only 1 mol of carbon dioxide which escapes the 
absorber in the gas product in line 2. It will be further 
observed that the stream in line 3 which is the ?ashed 
gas product from the ?ash vessel 14 contains 13 mols of 
CO2 which is about 65 volume percent C02. .The carbon 
dioxide content of the material removed from the top of 
the stripper 44 and being withdrawn from the process 
inline 4 contains 14 mols of CO2 and 5 mols of methane, 
representing slightly over 73.5 volume percent CO2. 
Since the two streams, that is, those ?owing through pipes 
3 and 4 contain such high percentages of CO2 they may 
be, if desired, combined. It should also be observed that 
the rich absorbent being removed from the absorber 34 
through pipe 5 contains ten mols of carbon dioxide per 
hundred mols of feed stock while the condensate removed 
from the bottom'of the ?ash section 26 through pipe 6 
contains 17 mols of CO2 per hundred mols of feed stock. 
The liquid remaining in the ?nal ?ash operation in vessel 
14 is removed therefrom and passed through line 7 into 
the stripper vessel 44 and this material contains 4 mols 
of Qearbon dioxide per hundred mols of _feed stock. This. 
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liquid in pipe 7 contains 80 percent carbon dioxide. The 
rich absorbent liquid mentioned above as being with 
drawn from absorber 34 through line 5, is passed on 
through lines 47, 48 and 49 and ?nally is introduced into 
the stripper. This liquid contains, as mentioned above, 
10 mols of C02, i. e. about 25.6 mol percent CO2. This 
latter stream containing the lesser percentage of carbon 
dioxide is introduced part way down the stripper onto a 
tray on which liquid has about that composition. 
The pressures and temperatures discussed herein are 

used when processing a feed stock of the herein given 
composition and the operation is found to be satisfactory. 
It will be realized by those skilled in the art that a gaseous 
feed stock containing other concentrations of CO2, and 
other concentrations of ethane and higher boiling hydro 
carbons will require somewhat di?erent temperatures and 
pressures at the various process points. In addition, if 
the feed stock is available at for example 1400 p. s. i. a. 
or at higher pressures than the herein disclosed 1600 
p. s. i. a. it is obvious that presures and temperatures 
at various process points will be different. Such a 
pressure as that herein ‘disclosed (1600 p. s. i. a.) is 
sufficiently high that by employing ample heat exchangers 
sufficient refrigeration is supplied to carry out our process. 
We employ two ?ash steps, as in ?ash vessels 19 and 

14, for heat utilization purposes. It should be noted that 
a heat exchange coil is provided in the bottom of each 
of these ?ashvessels and a further heat exchanger is em— 
ployed for utilizing available refrigeration from the 300 
pounds ?uid ?owing through pipe 40 prior to the further 
pressure reduction step through valve 42. The use of 
a countercurrent heat exchange operation in exchanger 17 
is desired because it is more e?icient than the heat ex 
changers used in vessels 19 and 14 since in a counter 
current exchanger there is positive ?ow of ?uid on both ‘ 
sides of the heat exchange tubes while in the exchangers 
15 and 20 there is positive flow of ?uid only within the 
exchangers. ' 

In Figure 2, ‘which illustrates for exemplary purposes 
another embodiment of our invention, feed stock material 
comprising a natural gas containing carbon dioxide, which 
can be similar to or different from the gas described 
relative to Figure 1, is introduced into the system in 
a pipe 61 from a source, not shown. This gas passes 
through heat exchangers 62, 63, 64, 65, 66 and 67 and 
then passes through a pressure reducing valve 68. For 
exemplary purposes the feed gas pressure to the system 
is taken as about 1600 p. s. i. a. (pounds per square inch 
absolute) and the temperature at about 100° P. On 
passing through the several heat exchangers the pressure 
of the feed gas becomes somewhat decreased but still is 
very high and on passing through valve 68 the pressure 
is reduced to a value of about 600 p. s. i. a. On passing 
through the heat exchangers the feed gas is cooled from I 
about 100° F. to about —30° F. The pressure reduc 
tion through valve 68 reducesthe gas temperature to 
about —75° F. At this low temperature condensable 
hydrocarbons are condensed to form a liquid gasoline V 
which absorbs at least a portion of the carbon dioxide 
in the feed gas. That portion of the carbon dioxide not 
absorbed by the condensate remains in the gas phase with 
uncondensed hydrocarbons and the gas phase is removed 
from this ?ash vessel 71 through a pipe 78 and is passed 
‘through the heat exchangeri67 for imparting refrigeration 
to the feed stock. E?luent gas from heat exchanger 67 
is passed through a pipe 79 into the lower portion of 
an absorber ‘vessel 70 at a pressure of about 600 p. s. i. a. _ 
A gasoline, as an absorbent liquid, is introduced into 
the top of the absorber from a pipe 80 at a temperature 
of about —60° F. and ?ows downward and in counter 
current contact with up?owing gas. Separator 104 divides 
vessel 69 into the upper absorber 70 and the lower ?ash 
vessel 71. It is intended that this contacting or absorp 
tion operation be carried out at a very low temperature. 

76 .The, gas from pipe 79 enters absorber 70 at a temperature 
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of’iabout ~23” F}, the absorber gasoline: enters at about”, 
~60“ E‘;- but'; since the’ absorption is‘ an‘ exothermic‘ 
operation; absorbent gasoline containing absorbedécarbon' 
dioxide/leaves‘ the absorberthrough a pipe 83 at a‘ tem 
perature of‘ about 0°‘ Fi This rich absorbent gasoline 
passes through“ a valve 103 with a' reduction‘ in‘ pressure 
to‘ about 200‘-p.- s; i. a. accompanied‘by'a; dropjnrternL 
perature. T he-thus'cooled rich absorbent‘passe's through 
heat exchanger 65~and"becomeswarmed-thereinto about’ 
15‘ F; and‘passes‘on’into' a‘ separator‘vessel 84": In' this 
vesseli gas: rich in carbon’ dioxide is separated from the 
rich absorbent, the gas; being‘ withdrawn‘ through’ pipe‘ 
86'~ and- passed through exchanger‘ 64 and: exchanger‘ 89‘ 
into-an _ accumulator’or'combiner’tank‘ 87". G‘aseous‘corn' 
tentsot‘this‘tanle have a? temperature of‘about‘ 4'1"°' F. 

The~liquidphase separated: in separator84‘i‘s withdrawn 
through a’ pipe’ 85 and‘ is?passe'd" through a heatexchanger 
90" which‘ increaseszthe‘ temperature" of~ the‘ rich absorbent 
gasoline-from‘ the a'?nementioned‘ 1‘5’" tor~ about-50.“ F-: 
the‘ rich‘ absorbent being passedi on into‘ a" stripper‘ ves= 
sel 94; 
The condensate containing dissolved carbon dioxide 

passed‘ through heat exchanger‘ 66 in‘ which‘ the-tempera; 
ture of v‘the condensate‘- is ‘ increased from about —750 F‘. 
to; about -55°" F'; and‘ through‘ an-expansionivalve'73‘. 
O'n~ passing through valve‘ 7% the-condensate- temperature ‘ 
is‘reduced'itoabout —80 “i F} and the 'pressure'from‘about 
600 p. s: i. a; to 400p; Si ii a. Onpassihg-througli‘a heat 
exchanger 741tl1e' temperature. of the- condensate is‘ im 
creased-to‘ about —25\‘’‘ F5 andion passingthrou'gh‘valve' 
75- into ‘ ?'ash- drum 7 6" the pressure‘ of.‘ the" condensate‘ is ' 
reduced“ to- about‘ 200 p; s. i. a. at’ avv temperature" of: 
about-'—6OP F; Absorbent‘gasolinestill containingpsoliu 
tion. carbon dioxide isre'moved from ?ashidrum': 7.6' and’. 
ispassed' through a‘ pipe 77‘ into“ the upper'portion of 
stripper‘vesseli94. On flowing downward int-this stripper 
the ?ash drum liquid mixes with the rich. absorbent‘ gaso 
line :from.the absorber 70‘and these combined: materials 
are: stripped of their carbon dioxide content by‘ the‘ 
heating action oefia'~ heat exchanger 1023 Oif gases from 
the stripper-comprising carbon dioxide leave; the vessel 
at about: ~55‘°" F} and- are conducted " through‘, ailpipre' 935 
and! through aiheat‘ exchanger 96"thence into‘ combiner 
tank 87. The stripped. gasoline from‘ stripper 94is passed’ 
through a>pipe 97" by a-pump'9'8 and through a heat- ex 
changerr99 ‘in which the: stream" is cooied’withiplaut "cool; 
ing~water<into a. make» tank 100. At- least'a‘ portion oti 
thisgaso-line in make tank 100 atia'temperature‘of‘about 
1(l0fL F‘; is‘ passed through line 80"‘ and through‘ heat‘; 
exchangers 92‘,- 91, 90, 89, 9'6, 88',‘ 82 and“ 74. and‘ 
thence" into the upper portion of absorber 70" as‘ afore 
mentioned'absorbent gasoline: On-passing through these 
several heat exchangers- the- absorbent gasoline‘is' cooled 
to-about -—60°' F. 

In Eigurel Z‘we-have-shown the absorber 70'ancl‘the. 
?ash‘ vessel 71 asbeing contained in a'single vessel 69L 
It .is,rtrealized,..however,‘ that absorber 70 and ?ash-vessel. 
71‘ can be separate vessels disposed in'rconvenientloca 
rtions-within a plant,.as desired.» 

Unabsorbed gas comprising methane an‘dcontaining' 
muchlesscarbon dioxide-than. the'..feedigas‘-to' the process‘ 
leaves. absorber 70, through. a; pipe 8-1,. the" gas‘2 being 
passed. through. heat . exchangers: 82: and‘ 62: for: utilizing 
available, refrigeration before being. passed‘ to‘ storage, 
pipe line; or‘ other disposal.v as desired. Aipipe: 101:’ com 
municates v with make’ tank‘. 100’ for: introduction . of? ab 
sorbentgasolineinto: the: system Iforst'arting up thesystem . 
or for adding;make-up absorbent-gasolinewhenirequired. 
Whena wet gas isgprocessedr in thisequipment; the 
condensable components arecondensed .to‘formia-naturali 
gasolineand ‘the-gasoline so produced; notirequired'iiin the 
absorption :operation, . is removed vaswonei-of ‘the products 
of the process through pipe 101;. The ternnwet gas, 
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a natural or plant hydrocarbon gas containing con‘ 
densablethydrocarbons. 
'The?‘a‘sh‘ed“ gas‘ produced in ?ash drum 76. is. passed 

through- a’ pip-e105 andthrougli the‘ heat exchanger 88 
into‘th‘e‘combiirer tank 87. Carbon dioxide-rich gas from 
three sources, that is, from ?ash drum 76, ‘from the 
stripper‘ 945, and‘ from‘ the separator‘ 84’, is" passed into 
combiner tank';87' and is' removed therefrom at‘ a tem 
perature of‘ about‘ 4’1‘“ F. through a pipe‘ 931 tor such 
disposal as‘desired‘. O‘n‘passingi through heat exchanger 
9Z-the gas lS‘WaI'?'wd2Upf1'0 at'emp'eratur'e‘of about 901° F. 
with the“ simultaneous imparting of some cooling to the 
strippedt gas‘olinefromv the‘ma‘ke'tank 1‘0'0; 
-In the foregoing‘ d'esctiptiim we‘ have given numerous 

‘temperatures at variousxprocessj points but to provide an 
overall picture of tlie‘operation‘accordin‘g‘to Figure 2, the 
following general‘ temperature effects should‘ be; helpful 
in'obtai'm'ng‘ a‘ clear‘pi’ct‘ure.‘ of this" operation‘. Feed gas 
to") they process" at? 100'" F1 reaches‘ ?ash’ vessel‘ 71 at 
~75?’ Fl Gas'fromrtlii's‘ vesselj passes‘ through‘ absorber 
70* andlo?'lg'a's‘ therefrom at about —60°‘ F. is‘ heat ex 
changed‘ and’ leaves the‘ system‘ at’ a temperature‘ of about 
90*"1'4? 

(iondensat'e from ?ash vessel 71‘. reaches ?‘ash. drumv 7'6 
atg aboutv ~66” F: Iii'quid-from this'?ash‘ drum passes‘ to 
the stripper at about the‘ same‘ temperature‘. 

Rich‘ absorbent-'fromabsorber 70 leaves" this vessel at 
about'1‘01‘" and; enters" separator‘ 84'' at‘ +l5° F., liquid 
therefi'o'm-passes‘ ll'libltllki‘ stripper at about 50° F. Gas 
from the separator passes through several‘ heat exchange 
steps and enters the combiner‘ at about 4'1‘°" F. Flash 
gas-from‘ ?'ash‘d’ru'm‘ 7h alsoreaches'the‘ combiner tank at‘ 
about 411°‘ 

In‘ the‘em'bodiment‘ according to Figure Z'itv is intended‘ ' 
thatttherfeedf gas, on-passingithrough expansion valve 68, 
be condensed, at least in part, to a liquid condensate which 
containssolution carbondioxide, the carbon dioxide not 
absorbed i'n‘thei condensate remains in the uncondensed . 
gas. Carbon dioxide is notfrozen to solid in this vessel= 
Similarly, .it is.-i11tended. thaton passage ofithi's condensate‘ 
through expansion valver 75' that carbon dioxide be‘ not‘ 
frozento SOlldr. 
As aniexample of theoperation of theproccssraccord 

ing. to. Figure. 2,. the following2 tabulation is: given‘. illus— 
tratinggcomposition of. materials abseveral process‘ points; 

:Feed1 Make- ‘Vent; Make 
I Gas‘ Gas . Gasoline 

Pipe ............................. 61- 31. 9a 101 

01554, mols ..... .- 3 70.16 ' 59.25 ' 10.91 0 
zsone- 1.00 27.00' 0 

crl-Nilmolsu.-. q 1.84 0.27 . 1.41 _ 0.15 

Total mols; ________________ __ 100.100‘ 60. 52- 3953?‘ 0.15 

ItX is: noted that‘ in- this~ tabulation‘ only a very small‘ 
quantity-1of'makeegasolineis produced.1 This small pro 
duction‘ of gasolineis the-result‘of treating substantially‘ 
a dry gas. 

It isnoteddhat-‘vent-‘gas passing through pipe‘ 93' of 
Figure'2Zcontains11O.9l"mols0f methane‘while the off-gas‘ 
passing through-lines 3“and"4~combined,‘ of'Figure 1', con 
tains‘approximatelyleleven-mols-of methane; The vent; 
gas¢ofiFigurel 25 and‘the vent-gasesof Figure l‘contain'27 

'1 molsv carbonidi’oxide with‘on1y'one1mol of carbon dioxide 
retainediinlthelrnake=gasg the ‘main product'of the process. 
Accordingftwboth emhodi'ments; 2,7 mols'out'of‘28‘ are 
separated‘tffom"the-fee‘dzgas‘ and are passed from the‘ 
systemas- waste 'prodilcts. 

Various-auxiliary‘equipment‘such asliquid level con 
trollers; pressure-1 regulators;- valves; temperature and 
pressu-re- indicating; recording‘ and' controlling devices‘ 
have-“not been‘ illustrated’o'n':theldrawing nor described " in 
the“ disclosure for’ purposes» of ‘ simplicity. 

as psedthroughout,thiszspeci?cationzzand claimsarefersstoa 75?“such?auxiliaryL equipment; its‘ installation; uses‘ and‘ care" 
The need1 for‘ 
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are well understood by those skilled in the art. It should 
be obvious that all of the equipment herein mentioned 
which includes vessels, pipes, valves, etc. should be con 
structed of suf?ciently heavy material as to withstand the 
pressures involved in such an operation. Materials 
should also be used which are adapted for use at the 
low temperatures employed and in the presence of cor 
rosive materials in case such materials are present in the 
feed stocks. 

Other gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons than natural 
gasoline, such as straight run gasoline hydrocarbons, 
straight run gasoline fractions and mixtures of such hy 
drocarbons and fractions are used for absorbing CO2 
from admixtures with CH4 as herein disclosed. Cracked 
gasoline and frictions thereof are also used as CO; 
absorbents. 

While the above ?ow diagrams have been described 
for illustrative purposes the invention is obviously not 
limited thereto. . 
We claim: 
1. A method for upgrading the methane content of a 

natural gas containingpcarbon dioxide comprising con 
tacting said natural gas with lique?ed natural gasoline 
boiling range hydrocarbons at a temperature below nor 
mal atmospheric temperature and at a pressure above 
normal atmospheric pressure, from this operation recover 
ing a residue gas of methane content higher than the 
methane content of the natural gas fed to the operation as 
the main product of the process and said‘ lique?ed natural 
gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons containing dissolved 
carbon dioxide, from this latter product separating the 
carbon dioxide from the lique?ed natural gasoline boiling 
range hydrocarbons as another product of the process, 
returning the lique?ed natural gasoline boiling range 
hydrocarbons freed of carbon dioxide to the contacting 
operation as the ?rst mentioned lique?ed natural gasoline 
boiling range hydrocarbons. , 

2. A method for upgrading the methane content of a 
natural gas feed stock containing carbon dioxide and 
natural gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons in addition 
to methane, comprising contacting said natural gas with 
lique?ed natural gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons at 
a temperature below normal atmospheric temperature and 
at a pressure above normal atmospheric pressure, from 
this operation recovering a residue gas of methane con 
tent higher than the methane content of ‘the natural gas 
fed to the operation as the main product of the process 
and said lique?ed natural gasoline boiling range hydro 
carbons containing dissolved carbon dioxide and at least 
a portion of the natural gasoline boiling range hydro 
carbons from said natural gas feed stock, from this latter 
product separating the carbon dioxide from the lique?ed 
natural gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons as another 
product of the process, dividing the lique?ed natural gaso 
line boiling range hydrocarbons freed of carbon dioxide 
into two portions, returning one portion as the ?rst men 
tioned lique?ed natural gasoline boiling range hydrocar 
bons, and removing the other portion as another product 
of the process. ' 

3. A method for upgrading the heating value of a 
hydrocarbon feed gas containing gasoline boiling range 
hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide as an impurity, said 
feed gas being at a superatmospheric pressure and at a 
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hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide gas resulting from the 
condensing operation, from this contacting operation sep 
arating hydrocarbon gas of upgraded heating value as a 
main product of the process and introducing the liquid 
gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons containing absorbed 
carbon dioxide resulting from said contacting operation 
into the above mentioned stripping operation. 

. 4. In the process of claim 3 wherein the feed gas super 
atmospheric pressure ishigher than about 600 pounds per 
square inch absolute. 

5. In the proceess of claim 3 wherein the feed gas 
temperature is about —60° F. 

6. A process for upgrading the heating value of a hy 
drocarbon gas containing carbon dioxide as an impurity, 
said gas ‘being at a pressure above about 600 pounds per 
square inch absolute, comprising chilling said gas by re 
ducing its pressure to about 600 pounds per square inch 
absolute in a pressure reducing operation whereby a 
liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase containing solution 
carbon dioxide and a hydrocarbon gas phase containing 
carbon dioxide are produced, removing the liquid hydro 
carbon condensate phase containing solution carbon di~ 
oxide from this pressure reducing operation, contacting 
at said pressure of about 600 pounds per square inch 
absolute said hydrocarbon gas phase containing carbon 
dioxide with an absorbent gasoline as subsequently pro 
duced whereby carbon dioxide is absorbed by said gaso 
line, from this absorption operation removing hydro 
carbon gas containing less carbon dioxide than the gas 
fed to the operation as the main product of the process, 
introducing said liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase 
containing solution carbon dioxide into a stripping opera 
tion whereby dissolved carbon doxide is stripped from the 
condensate as another product of the process, removing 
the absorbent gasoline with its charge of absorbed carbon 
dioxide from the contacting operation, introducing this 
removed absorbent gasoline with‘its charge of absorbed 
carbon dioxide into said stripping operation ‘and returns 
ing the absorbent gasoline and said liquid condensate .de 
leted of solution carbon dioxide from said stripping op 
eration into said contacting operation as said absorbent 
gasoline as subsequently produced. , 

7. The method of claim 6 wherein the absorbent is a 
natural gasoline. ‘ 

8. The method of claim 6 wherein the absorbent is a 
‘ hydrocarbon liquid of gasoline boiling range. 
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subatmospheric temperature, comprising condensing gaso- ‘ 
line boiling range hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide from 
gaseous hydrocarbons and carbon dioxide gas from said 
feed gas by reducing the pressure thereon to a lower 
superatmospheric pressure wherein the temperature of the 
pressure reduced material‘ is lowered below the above 
mentioned subatmospheric temperature, stripping carbon 

65 

70 
dioxide from the condensed gasoline boiling range hydro- V 
carbons as one product of this process, dividing’ the 
stripped gasoline boiling range hydrocarbons into two 
portions, removing one portion as a gasoline product of 
the process, contacting the other portion with the gaseous 75 

9. A method for upgrading the heating value of a hy 
drocarbon feed gas containing carbon dioxide as ‘an im 
purity and being at a superatmospheric pressure above 
about 600 pounds per square inch absolute, cooling said 
gas by a ?rst heat exchange as subsequently de?ned, chill 
ing the cooled gas in a second heat exchange operation 
as subsequently de?ned, further chilling this chilled gas 
by reducing its pressure to about 600 pounds per square 
inch absolute in a ?rst pressure reducing operation where 
by a liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase containing car 
bon dioxide and a hydrocarbon gas phase containing car 
bon dioxide are produced, chilling said feed gas with said 
liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase containing carbon 
dioxide as said second heat exchange operation, remov 
ing said liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase containing 
carbon dioxide from said second heat exchange operation, 
reducing the pressure of this removed liquid hydrocarbon 
condensate phase to a superatmospheric pressure below 
about 600 pounds per square inch absolute in a second 
pressure reducing ‘operation whereby a second liquid con 
densate containing carbon dioxide is produced, heat ex 
changing said gas feed with said second condensate con 
taining carbon dioxide as said ?rst heat exchange opera 

1 tion, withdrawing heat exchanged condensate from said 
?rst heat exchange operation, withdrawing ?ash gases 
from said second pressure reducing operation as a carbon 
dioxide product of the process, passing this latter with 
drawn condensate into a stripping operation whereby dis 
‘solved carbon dioxide is stripped from the condensate, . 



ii 
contacting‘ at‘ said’ pressure of about eo'ofponnds pet‘ 
square‘ inch absolute said hydrocarbon gas‘ phase" c’o'nta‘in- , 
ing carbon dioxide with an absorbent gasoline as ‘subse 
quently produced whereey'carbo'n dioxide is absorbed- by 
said‘ gasoline‘, from this absorption operation‘ removing 
hydrocarbon" gas containing'less‘ carbon ‘dioxide than the 
gas fed to the operation ‘as thepr'riai'n product to- the 
process‘, removing absorbent gasoline with its chargeof 
absorbed carbon dioxide‘ from said contacting operation 
and introducing same into said stripping operation, re 
moving carbon dioxide from said stripping operation as 
another product of the process, withdrawing stripped 
combined absorb'ent‘l gasoline and liquid‘ condensate from 
said stripping‘ operation, dividing this Withdrawn material 
into two portions, removing one portion as another prod 
uct'of the process and‘ returning the other portion to said 
eontactiirgzoperation as‘ said absorbent gasoline a's subse 
quently produced; I ‘ i 

101 The“ method of claim 9‘ wherein the absorbent is a 
natural gasoline. ’ 

11. The method oficlaim ‘9 wherein the absorbent is a 
hydrocarbon liquid of ‘ gasoline boiling‘range. ’ 

12; A method for‘ upgrading the heating value of a 
hydrocarbon‘ gas containing carbon dioxide as an impurity 
comprising‘ cooling" said‘ gas by heat exchange with a 
coolant a‘s‘subs'equ'ently produced, said hydrocarbon gas 
containin'g'ca'rbon dioxide and‘ being at‘ a pressure of about 
1600‘po‘unds perf’s'qu‘ar'e‘ inch, further cooling said gas by 
reducing~ it‘s'p'r'es‘sure" to about 600‘pounds per square inch 
absolute" in‘ a" ?rst‘ pressure reducing operation'whereby a 
liquid: hydrocarbon’ phase, a solid carbon dioxide phase 
and a‘ hydrocarbon gas‘ phase containing carbon‘ dioxide 
are" produced, melting‘ the‘ solid carbon dioxide phase, 
rem'ovin'githe‘ liquid carbon dioxide and liquid hydrocar 
bon phase from this latter operation, reducing the pres 
sure‘ in a‘ second‘ pressure reducing operation on the re 
moved“ liquid c‘a’rbo'n dioxide andv hydrocarbon phase 
whereby carbon dioxide? isv again frozen, melting. this 
latter frozen carbon dioxide, withdrawing melted carbon 
dioxide‘ and liquid‘ hydrocarbon, and a gas phase from 
this latter operation as one’ product of the process, the 
solid carbon dioxide produced in- said' pressure reducing 
operations'b‘ei'ng said coolant, countercurrently contacting 
at a pressure of about 600- pounds pen square inch abso 
lute the‘ hydrocarbon ga's‘phase- containingcarbon [dioxide 
from the ?rst'rnentioned‘ pressure reducingoper-ation-with 
an absorbent gasoline as subsequently produced? at atem 
pera'ture“ between about’ —85:‘’’ and" —4i) °' F: whereby 
theca'rborr dioxide is‘ absorbed by said gasoline; ‘from 
this’ operation removing said hydrocarbon gas containing 
lessc'arb‘on‘ dioxide" than the gas‘fed to the operation as 
the main product‘ of the‘ process, also removing this latter 
mentioned gasoline‘ con'taining'ab'sorb'ed dioxide,,introduc 
ing same and the'melted‘c'a'rbon dioxide and liquidhydro 
carbon res'ulti'ng'f-i'om‘the‘second pressure reducing- opera 
tion1 into a‘ stripping‘ operation whereby dissolved carbon 
dioxide isistr'i'pped‘ from‘v the‘g’as'oline" as‘ another product 
of‘th'e process-,- ‘and? returning‘ gasoline from this‘ stripping 
operation to the- countercurren't contacting operation“ as 
said- absorbent‘ gasoline; 

131- Thelmethodiof claim 12' wherein the'ab’sorbent is a 
natural; gasoline. 

14'.‘ Theim'ethodiof claim 12 wherein the absorbent is a 
hydrocarbonliquidl of‘ g'a'soline'boiling range‘; 

115: A: method? for upgra'ding‘the heating‘ value of a 
hydrocarbon‘L feed: gas containing" carbon dioxide as‘ an 
impurity ‘comprising cooling" saidv feed gas‘ by heat ex 

I change with;acoolanfassubsequently produced; sai'd'feedl 
'gasl‘b'eing: at" a- pressure; of about 1'6‘0‘0v pounds‘ per‘ square 
inclil absolute, chilling the'co'ole'd feed g'asby'reduciing its 
pressure to'about 6001p'ounds-p'e‘r‘square’inch‘ absolute in‘ 
a pressure-reducing operation thereby producing" a liquid 
hydrocarbon coudensateiphase' containing’carbion‘ dioxide 
in'solution' and a“ hydrocarbon gas‘ phase containing car 
bon‘dioxide, removing‘ tnecondensate phase from this 
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pressure reducing operation, further reducing the pressure ' 
on the removed condensate phase‘in-a ?ashing operation 
thereby producing a ?ashed gas phase comprising carbon, ~ 

_ dioxide and a ?ashed liquid phase, withdrawing the 
?ashed’ liquid phase, Withdrawing the ?ashed gas phase‘ 
from the dashing operation as a portion of one product 
of the process, countercurrently contacting at said pres‘ 
sure of about 600‘ pounds per square inch absolute said 
hydrocarbon gas phase containing carbon dioxide from 
the ?rst‘ mentioned pressure reducing operation with an 
absorbent gasoline as subsequently produced thereby ab 
sor-bing. carbon dioxide in said gasoline, from this ‘absorp 
tion operation removing unabsorbed hydrocarbon gas 
containing less carbon dioxide than the hydrocarbon gas 

' fed to the operation as a main product of the process‘, 
from the absorption operation ‘also removing absorbent 
gasoline containing absorbed carbon dioxide, introducing 
this‘ gasoline containing absorbed carbon dioxide and the 
withdrawn ?ashed liquid phase into a stripping operation 
and- therein stripping carbon dioxide therefrom, remov 
ing the stripped carbon dioxide as-another portion of said 
one product of the process, removing the stripped‘ liquid‘ 
from the‘ stripping operation and dividing the removed 
stripped liquid into two portions,‘ returning one portion 
to the countercurrent contacting operation as said ab 
sorbent gasoline as subsequently produced and removing 
of the other portion as another product of the process. 

16. The method of claim 15 wherein the absorbent 
gasoline is a natural gasoline.v 

I7. The method of claim 15 wherein the absorbent is 
a hydrocarbon liquid of the gasoline boiling range. 

l8; A method for upgrading the heating value of a 
hydrocarbon feed gas containing carbon dioxide as an 
irnp'urity comprising cooling said feed gas by heat ex-~ 
change with a coolant as subsequently produced, said 
feed gas being at a pressure of about 1600 pounds per 
square inch absolute, chilling the cooled feed gas by 
reducing its pressure to about 600 pounds per square‘ 
inch absolute in a pressure reducing operation thereby 
producing a liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase con-v 
taining carbon dioxide in solution and a hydrocarbon 
gas phase containing carbon dioxide, removing the con 
densate phase from this pressure reducing operation, 

~ further reducing the pressure on the removed condensate 
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phasein a ?ashing operation thereby producing a ?ashed 
gas phase comprising carbon dioxide and a ?ashed liquid 
phase, withdrawing: the ?ashed liquid phase, withdrawing 
the ?ashed gas phase from the ?ashing operation as a 
portion’ of- one product of the process, removing the hy 
drocarbon3 gas phase containing carbon dioxide from said’ 
chilling operation as said coolant as subsequently pro‘ 
duced, removing said coolant as warmed hydrocarbon 
gas phase containing carbon dioxide from the ?rst men 
tioned cooling operation, and countercurrently contacting 
at said pressure of about 600‘ pounds‘ per square inch 
absolute‘ sa'idpwarmed hydrocarbon gas phase contain 
ing carbon dioxide with an‘ absorbent gasoline as- subse~ 
quently produced thereby absorbing carbon dioxide in 
said gasoline, from, this, absorption operation removing 
unabsorbed? hydrocarbon gas containing less carbon di 
oxide-than‘ the hydrocarbon gas fed? to the operation as a 
main product of the’ process," also removing‘ absorbent 
gasoline- containing absorbed.‘ carbon dioxide, introducingv 
this gasoline containing‘ absorbed carbon; dioxide and the 
withdrawn- liquid’ phase into a stripping. operation and‘ 
therein'stripping- carbon dioxide therefrom, removing the 
stripped carbondioxide as aesecondf portion of said one 
product of the process, removingthe-stripped liquid from 
the stripping- operation and dividing the removed liquid‘ 
intoatwo portions,’ returning one portion to- the counter; 
currentl contacting, operation as’ said‘ absorbent gasoline 
‘as subsequently produced'and'removing' of the other por 
tion as another product ofthe process. 

19. A method for upgrading the heating, value of, a 
hydrocarbon feed gas containing carbon dioxide as an 
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impurity comprising cooling said feed gas by heat ex 
change with a coolant as subsequently produced, said feed 
gas being at a pressure of about 1600 pounds per square 
inch absolute, chilling the cooled feed gas by reducing 
its pressure to about 600 pounds per square inch absolute 
in a pressure reducing operation thereby producing a 
liquid hydrocarbon condensate phase containing carbon 
dioxide in solution and a hydrocarbon gas phase contain 
ing carbon dioxide, removing the condensate phase from 
this pressure reducing operation, further reducing the 
pressure on the removed condensate phase in a ?ashing 
operation thereby producing a ?ashed gas phase compris 
ing carbon dioxide and a ?ashed liquid phase, withdraw 
ing the ?ashed liquid phase, withdrawing the ?ashed gas 
phase from the ?ashing operation as a portion of one 
product of the process, removing the hydrocarbon gas 
phase containing carbon dioxide from said chilling oper 
ation as said coolant as subsequently produced, removing 
said coolant as warmed hydrocarbon gas phase contain 
ing carbon dioxide from the ?rst mentioned cooling op 
eration, and countercurren?y contacting at said pressure 
of about 600 pounds per square inch absolute said warmed 
hydrocarbon gas phase containing carbon dioxide with 
an absorbent gasoline as subsequently produced thereby 
absorbing carbon dioxide in said gasoline, from this 
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absorption operation removing unabsorbed hydrocarbon 
gas containing less carbon dioxide than the hydrocarbon 
gas fed to the operation as a main product of the process, 
also removing absorbent gasoline containing absorbed 
carbon dioxide, reducing the pressure on this removed 
absorbent gasoline containing absorbed carbon dioxide in 
a ?ashing operation thereby producing a gas phase com 
prising carbon dioxide and a residual liquid absorbent 
gasoline phase, removing this latter gas as a second por~ 
tion of said one product of the process, introducing this 
residual liquid absorbent gasoline phase and the with 
drawn liquid phase into a stripping operation and therein 
stripping carbon dioxide therefrom, removing stripped 
carbon dioxide as a third portion of said one product of 
the process, removing the stripped liquid from the strip 
ping operation and dividing the removed liquid into two 
portions, returning one portion to the countercurrent 
contacting operation as said absorbent gasoline as sub 
sequently produced and removing of the other portion 
as another product of the process. 
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